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Off The Record Sexists immature 
KROKUS 
Metal Rendezvous 
Ariola 

by Burton Robson Editor' 

by Frain Cory 
If, as the saying goes, discretion is the better part of valor, the 

members of Switzerland's Krokus are the biggest chickenshits in 
musical memory. 

From almost the very beginning it is apparent that these Swiss 
cheezies are not the least bit embarassed about stealing and 
disguising someone else's riffs. It's shocking and disgraceful, but 
worse than that, they do it perfectly—so well, in fact, that "Nletal 
Rendezvous" is actually worth more than I paid for it. So what if I got 
if for Christmas, it still toasts buns. 

"Ilea tstrokes -  leads the way. It's a handy opening cut, mainly 
because the guitar intro gives you the distinct impression the band is 
about to arrive on your lap aboard a speeding freight train. Two 
minutes later, twin lead guitarists Tommy Keifer and Fernando Von 
Arb get nasty and start firing leads at cacti other—and they won't quit. 
13ad musical manners, but who's gonna argue? 

"Streamer -  starts off with a thunderstorm I these guys have been in 
the Alps too long—it's been done before). It was originally intended, by 
the sounds of it. to be a ballad. Vocalist Marc Storace wails soulfully 
for a couple of minutes, employing his patented Johnny Mathis vocal 
chord quiver. Very relaxing indeed. Then along come Kiefer and Von 
Arb to rattle teeth. Again, no south, but loads of firepower as the ka-
slamming rhythm and howling solos destroy whatever measure of 
cutsieness Krokus originally intended to acheive with the song. 
Personally, I feel they should rename "Streamer" as "Screamer" in 
recognition of the searing guitar work of Kiefer and Von Arb. It sure 
beats yodeling. Just to make the listener mad, "Streamer" features 
an incredibly trashy ending as Ian Gillan School of Screech graduate 
Storace imitates a stuck needle by sleepily growling "stree-ma" eight 
disgustingly boring times. What's a "streamer in the night" anyway? 

As if you haven't already guess it by now, all these new heavy metal 
bands live by the guitar t most of them will die by it. too). Krokus is 
lucky because they have two men who know how to play and how to 
emulate the best licks other stun guitarists have to offer. Moreover, 
Tommy }Kiefer and Fernando Von Arb have no reservations towards 
throwing everyting—feedback, ultra-sustain. distortion, vibrato, the 
kitchen sink—into every song. After hearing "Come On", "Tokyo 
Nights" and "Fire". all chock full of karnakaze bawls and roars, it is 
easy to wonder if a disease like metal megalomania really could exist. 
One thing's for sure I check "Tokyo Nights" and "Fire" again), Kiefer 
and Von Arb are set on challenging former Scorpions lead guitarist 
Ulrich Roth for the tremolo bar championship of the world. 

Krokus will never win any "best new talent'' awards. Critics will 
hear this album and figure some 01d-school heavy metal group re-
formed. It's an honest assumption, but it shouldn't stop anyone who 
enjoys it from slamming their heads to some of the most listenable 
bluster around. 

PANT PANT PANT . . .DROOL DROOL. 

WOW! Look at that chick, buddy. 

Y eh, what a body! PANT PANT 

HOWL HOWL HOWL . . . PANT' PANT PANT' 

What's this disgusting dialogue you say? Do grown men really 
behave in this fashion? 

Yes they do. It is a common occurrence in the halls of Red River 
Community College. And the most disgusting thing about this is that 
the perpetrators are actually proud of their actions. A lot of guys have 
established regular "hangouts" where they gather at every break and 
lunch hour to girl watch. These places have been given nicknames 
such as the meat rack, the zoo, and the notorious wolf watch. 

The males who gather at these spots do resemble wolves in their 
acitons. Howling, drooling and whimpering. I think a better com-
parison than wolves would be jackasses. Although I hate to degrade 
animals in using such comparisons. 

Personally, I can't say that there is anything so terribly wrong with 
admiring a woman's body as long as it's done discreetly; I can't 
pretend that I never do. But the problem with you guys is that you 
verbally harass your victims with your vulgar protonic diarrhea. I'll 
let you boys in on a little secret, they don't appreciate it. 

We're into the 1980's and it's time you guys grew up. If you're old 
enough to be in this college you shouldn't be so immature. And that's 
just what you are, immature. Hooting and howling at women. and 
shouting out lewd comments for them to hear belongs back in junior 
high. 

It's bad enough for the women of this college to have a dozen bulging 
eyes blatantly examine their bodies every time they walk down the 
hall but they shouldn't have to be subjected to your childish com-
ments. 

Do you feel that these women are impressed by your behavior, or 
that you'll "score some points" with them? If you do, then it'll be a 
long time before you're taken seriously. The women you harass would 
like nothing better than to string you up by the genitals. 

If I'm walking down certain halls with a woman I can feel the ten-
sion that you create. I can only imagine what the woman feels. A lot of 
female students think twice before walking down certain halls. They 
even think of alternate routes to avoid you. It doesn't look like your 
advances are getting you anywhere. in fact. I think you're slipping 
backward, preferably into a dark hole. 

There are a few guys in this college that do regard women with a 
little more respect than a side of beef. The immature bantering of 
certain drooling sexists makes it difficult for us to be taken seriously 
at times. 

So. take a cold shower, go watch some porn flicks. or crawl into your 
lockers and masturbate. but just get it out of your system! You're a 
disgrace to this college and a disgrace to the male gender. 

Dear Vincenzo 
Dear Vincenzo: 

My problem is %Try deep and affects everything I do. It is so per-
sonal that I have problems telling anyone about it. I need help! What 
can I do?'?? 
My Problem is my problem. 

Dear Problem: 
You've sure got a problem there, please don't write me anymore. 

Dear Vincenzo: 
My problem is my lips. I have a cold sore on my bottom lip. ow , the 

problem is this: if I continue to kiss my boyfriend. he will get a cold-
sore too—then when I get rid of mine, he'll give me his etc. etc. We 
may go through our whole lives alternating coldsores or never kissing! 
What can I do?? 
Love Lips 

Dear Love Lips; 
Though you've got a cold sore, it sounds like you're in heat. Take cold 
showers. 

Dear Vincenzo; 
I was at the last beer bash and get this; some idiot puked on me. 

What should I have done? 
Signed, Basher 

Dear Basher; 
Jeez, I'm sorry about that! Was that you? 

ATTENTION 
WRITERS, 
ARTISTS, 0 
PEOPLE , a* a * 0 
COME TO THIS 
WEEK'S  

PROJECTOR 
MEETING 
TODAY AT NOON 

by Phil Mowatt 
The inauguration last Tuesday 

of Ronald t Bonzo) Reagan as 
40th American President, left 
many Canadians quivering at the 
thought of the economic and 
military power of the United 
States being controlled by a 
saber-rattling geriatric. 

Recent speeches of his, 
favouring a hard-line foreign 
policy against any country un-
sympathetic to American in-
terests gave rise to much media 
and public commentary about 
Americans becoming involved in 
another war. 

Not to worry. Despite prospects 
of the Reagan cabinet containing 
right wing morons who favour 
stiff sentences for marijuana 
smokers, have known Mafia 
contacts and advised secret 
Cambodian bombings, all is not 
hopeless. 

The recent Reagan campaign 
is typical of current American 
political thinking which yearns 
for a return to old virtues which 
made America a world power. 
Conservative politicians, 
however, once in power, are 
usually cautious when making 
major decisions. 

Put simply, there will probably 
be only a difference in rhetorical 
style between Reagan's foreign 
policies and those of his 
unlamented predecessor. History 
shows the foreign policy process 
of governments to change very 
gradually over a period of years 
despite changes in government. 

Only the President has 
changed; not American national 
interests. The powerful multi-
nationals based in the United 
States benefit from arms sales 
but realize that relative global 
stability is essential for the 
present economic order. None of 
them want to see a large conflict; 
the Americans have too much to 
lose. 

Recent media hype of a war 
scare with perceived evil Soviet 
threats in Europe and Asia is 
merely a ruse for increasing 
arms production to revive a 
depressed American economy. 
This scare, attempts to duplicate 
what was during the Cold War, an 
era of economic prosperity. 

The scare psychology serves to 
justify increased arms spenging 
at a time when social programs 
are being restrained. The 
decision is essential for 
American industry to maintain 
productivity. 

We should be grateful to 
Ronald for keeping people busy: 
work could even come north of 
the border. If you are still 
worried, worry no more. With 
luck, Tecumseh's curse will 
make the Reagan Presidency a 
short one. Every president 
elected at the beginning of a 
decade has died in office. 

Occasionally we win one. 
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RRCC Beer bash tickets to be sold in advance 
by Burton Robson 

Due to possible risk of plhysical 
injury, student complaints, and 
concern from the Administration, 
Red River Community College 
Students Association will be 
selling advance tickets to the 
next beer bash to be held on 
Friday, March 6. 

Violent "shove and push" 
matches at the South Gym en- 
trance and the possibility of a 
student being injured, or of the 
plate glass doors shattering led to 
the student complaints. 

The administration, who might 

said that it may only transfer the 
crowd from outside at the en- 
trance to the South gym to the 
corridor outside the SA office. 

The possibility of pushing and 
shoving still exists but many 
factors may eliminate it. 

Students may not have the 
carnal desire to drink beer that 
they experience only hours prior 
to the bashes. Selling tickets five 
days in advance may not 
generate the same anticipation 
and primal urge to reach your 
destination at any cost, including 
trampling students that get in 
your way. 

Sale of the tickets will be 
performed in the manner as that 
of the SA socials. Only students of 
this college may purchase the 
tickets, with a limit of two tickets 
per individual. Students may be 
requested to show their student 
cards. 

Eddie Schwartz, Program Co- 
ordinator for RRCC, says this 
new approach to selling tickets 
will put more work on the women 
working in the office. 

Some council members were 
not certain if the sale of advance 
tickets would rectify the problem 
of large crowds congestion. Some 

Students may not feel violent at 
8:30 in the morning, when many 
of them don't have the energy to 
even crawl out of bed let alone 
wait in a line-up. 

The threat of being bounced 
against the walls by muscle-
bound security guards who patrol 
the halls of RRCC may 
discourage students from violent 
behavior. 

In any event, the SA hopes the 
students who come to purhase 
their tickets to the beer bash 
whill behave in an orderly 
fashion and that no excessive 
violence will persist. 

be held liable for any injury 
resulting outside the gymnasium, 
expressed concern to the SA and 
inquired what measures would be 
taken to resolve the situation. 

The decision to sell advance 
tickets to beer bashes was made 
at the last student council 
meeting on February 3. Advance 
ticket sales, depending on the 
results, may become standard 
practice for the future. 

Ticket sales will commence at 
8:30 a.m. on Monday, March 2 at 
the Student Association offices in 
Building D, main floor. The 
tickets will sell for $2 each. 

V 	-- 
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College a gamble? 
You bet... 

bets were only about a quarter. 
The ceiling was to prevent any 
individual student from making 
too high bets if consumed by the 
excitement, and as a result losing 
too much, too quickly. 

Though betting limits were 
established they were not always 
enforced. One person, who was 
operating one of the wheels for 
the SA, allowed several bets over 
the $1.00 limit. One bet from a 
male student was for $4.00. It was 
accepted and the student lost. 
The student didn't complain, 
perhaps he didn't care. There 
was no mention of the ceiling by 
Kusano. 

Some students did come out as 
winners. One particular student 
made 11 consecutive winning bets 
at the same table before exiting, 
pockets bulging with quarters to 
the coffee machines. 

Win or lose, Casino Rouge was 
another interesting activity put 
on by our Student Association. 
And though a lot of poor students 
( as if there is any other kind) 
contracted gambling fever and 
lost there lunch money, it all went 
to a worthy cause—aid to 
physically handicapped children. 

photo by Scott Wilson 

Last week Red River took on the flavour of Las Vegas as the Student Association 
hosted Casino Rouge in the Tower Lounge. A lot of hungry students lost their lunch 
money but it went to a good cause; the Lion's telethon. 

by Burton Robson 
From February 4 to 6 the 

Student Association at RRCC 
held Casino Rouge and Red River 
students were able to tempt fate, 
dream of riches to be won, and 
gamble away their last pennies. 

Casino Rouge featured six 
"wheels of fortune" located in the 
Tower Lounge. Gambling began 
at 11:00 a.m. and lasted until 1:00 
p.m. on all three days. It was a 
good chance for students to see 
how lucky they were and to 
participate in an activity that 
would give them a break from 
their school work. 

The profits the SA acquired 
through the casino goes towards 
a donation the SA presented to 
the Lion's club in their recent 
telethon. The SA budgeted 
$1,100.00 to be donated to the 
Lion's club in this year's telethon. 
The Casino was held as the main 
source of reimbursing the 
budgetry expense with all profits 
over the $1,100.00 being added to 
the donation. 

There was fair student interest 
in the casino and few gamblers 
lost their shirts. Many of the 
students, however, became 
regular partipants inthe event 
choosing a table that seemed to 
hold the best luck for them. 
Several people chose to opt out. 
As one student put it, "I can't 
afford a quarter. I'm poor." 

The SA placed a ceiling of $1.00 
on individual bets although most 

Installation underway on SA TV system 
by Allen Bunting students want. He said not every 

student will be able to get the 
same benefits of the system as 
others. Some won't be able to 
watch entire movies, not 
everyone will want to skip class 
to watch a two-hour movie. 

The system will also be used for 
promotion of clubs and benefits. 
And Popel hopes that it will make 
the students more aware of 
events like student elections and 
petitions. 

However, the monitors will not 
have the ability to handle full 
stories because it only has a 1600 
character capacity. 

The system is scheduled to rely 
on student feedback for 

the installation says Popel. In-
sulated wire had to be found, 
tenders were delayed, and a 
general list of "things we hadn't 
planned" have slowed the in-
stallation. 

Once the monitor system is 
ready it will serve as a daily 
information system for the 
college. Information on cancelled 
classes, socials, beer bashes and 
SA activities will be provided. 
Popel also said regular television 
shows and movies will also be 
shown on the monitor. 

The system will be controlled 
and operated by the Student 
AssociatiOn. According to Popel, 
the system can be "anything" the 

programming. 
Local advertising will be ac-

cepted for the system and there 
has been some discussion on 
offering ad packages for the TV 
system, CMOR and the 
Projector. 

One monitor will be located in 
A building by the old entrance, 
one by the entrance to B building, 
one in the Green and Gold, one by 
the library, one in the corner by 
the Buffalo cafeteria and one in 
the Tower Lounge. 

When asked whether there is 
enough need on campus to 
warrant such a system Popel 
replied after a lengthy pause, 
"Hopefully." 

The holes have been drilled and 
wire will soon be run for the 
audio-visual monitor system 
being installed at Red River 
College. 

The system which will involve 
the installation of six television 
monitors at various points 
around the college "had better be 
finished by the end of February," 
says Student Association 
president Rick Popel. 

The $30,000 project is being . 
 financed as a capital expenditure 

over the next five years. 
Delays have been, hampering 
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Get involved in S.A. activities! College Update 
EMPLOYER 	RECRUITING 

SCHEDULE 
SA loses interest Canada Employment Centre 

0211 

by Phil Mowatt 

SA members are showing signs 
of job disinterest after indifferent 
behavior and poor attendance 
shown at the council meeting on 
January 27. ' 

Despite it being the first 
council session since Christmas 

-break, attendance was too few to 
provide a majority number 
necessary to pass motions. 

Informal discussion developed, 
during which three-quarters of 
members present walked out 
after student-funded soft drinks 
and doughnuts were consumed. 

Moreover, the event members 
showed most interest in was a 
demonstration by council Vice-
president Steve Dawson of his 
ability to make a "jambuster" 
explode in mid-air. 

Two major items were 
discussed at the meeting; beer 
bash problems, and a proposed 
National Ad Co-op affecting the 
Projector. Neither item received 
definite agreement from 
members present. 

Council member, Mark Como, 
said he was concerned about the 

SA gets axe together 
by Phil Mowatt 

A smaller, but concerned 
council met last Tuesday to 
discuss problems requiring 
immediate attention. 

Council's ranks have suffered 
attrition due to eight of it's 
members either dropping out of 
school, or missing two council 
meetings, disqualifying them as 
council members. This made 
them ineligible to vote on council. 
SA members discussed the 
problem and decided to lower the 

Student Association President Rick Popel chairs a 
sparsely attended council meeting. This meeting had to 
be postponed for obvious reasons of poor attendance. 

University 

quorum number for motion 
passage to a workable number of 
13. 

The other item discussed was a 
request from a group of students 
who applied for funding of club 
activities. However, council 
rejected their request because 
their club was not properly 
registered with the SA. 

The meeting adjourned with 
council agreeing to meet again on 
February 17. 

Discriminator resigns 
Feb. 10 

Noon Hour Video "Mr. Bill Show" 
11-1 Green & Gold Lounge 

chance of someone being hurt by 
unruly beer bash crowds and 
suggested the hiring of security 
guards. This motion encountered 
opposition from other members 
who said increased security 
would not bring desired results. 

"You're going to put some old 
men outside and that's not going 
to solve anything," council 
secretary Angela Morelli told 
Como. Student President,- Rick 
Popel agreed with her and said 
crowd control was the ad-
ministration's problem. 
However, he did agree to con-
sider the idea of advance ticket 
sales. 

The other item discussed, a 
proposed National Ad Co-op to 
handle Projector ads, had 
decision deferred by Popel who 
said he wanted more time to 
study briefs from the Co-op and 
Youthstream, its rival. 

National ads for student 
newspapers have been disputed 
since Canadian University Press 
failed to renew its previous 
Youthstream contract. A council 
decision regarding the Co-op is 
expected by mid-February. 

The meeting ended with 
members deciding to hold 
another session on February 17 in 
the hope of having more mem-
bers present. 

Tax tips for students 
Feb. 11 

Noon Hour Video "Mr. Bill Show" 
11.1 Green & Gold Lounge 

exceed the amount of the 
research grant. Allowable ex-
penses would include the cost of 
minor equipment, fees paid to 
assistants, travel for the purpose 
of carrying out the work ( in-
cluding meals and lodging), and 
other expenses related to the 
research. Personal or living 
expenses or expenses for which 
the student has been reimbursed 
are not included. 

Feb. 12 

Noon Hour Video "Mr. Bill Show" 

11.1 Green & Gold Lounge 0. If a student receives a 
nonrepayable grant from a 
government agency, would the 
grant be taxed? 

A. Yes. A nonrepayable grant is 
taxable. Feb. 11 

Freebie Film Festival presents 

"American Gigilo" 

at 11, 4, 7 	White Lecture Theatre. 

guest lecturer," Dueck said. "I 
felt that if Greg, who is gay, sat 
beside the lecturer, the class 
might think that he too was 
homosexual. I didn't think it 
would be fair to the lecturer." 

Vanderstoel said, prior to 
Dueck's resignation, the dean 
met with members of the faculty 
to determine what course of 
action would be taken with 
Dueck. 

Dueck insists the incident in-
volving the homosexual student 
was not discriminatory. "The 
student was not a regular 
member of my class. As an in-
structor I felt it would be in the 
best interests of my class if the 
student left. This is not a case of 
discrimination. 

The student in question was 
originally asked by Dueck to 
bring the guest lecturer to class 
and to speak. When the lecturer 
came, Cymenko was then asked 
to leave because he was 
homosexual. 

Vanderstoel said Dueck will 
remain on the payroll until 
August but will not teach. 

Dueck has taught Math and 
Film Studies at the Collegiate 
since 1967. 

WINNIPEG (CUP)—Dave 
Dueck, the University of Win-
nipeg Collegiate teacher who 
recently asked a student to leave 
his class because the student was 
homosexual, has resigned from 
his teaching position. 

Dean of Collegiate John 
Vanderstoel cited "philosophical 
incompatibility" as the reason 
for Dueck's resignation and 
denied that the recent con-
troversy surrounding the 
homosexual student incident had 
been a major influence in 
Dueck's decision. 

"This has been an ongoing 
thing," Vanderstoel said. "Mr. 
Dueck has never been com-
fortable with the collegiate's 
secular policy, and feels that he 
can not continue as it stands now. 
The gay incident was a regret-
table error by Dueck, but it is not 
the reason behind his leaving." 

It was reported two weeks ago 
in the Red River 'Community 
College student newspaper, The 
Projector, that Dueck asked the 
leader of the U of W Gay 
Students' Association, Greg 
Cymenko, to leave the classroom 
where Dueck had a guest lecturer 
speaking. 

"I was trying to protect the 

exemption of $500. This exemp-
tion does not apply to research 
grants. 

0. Can I claim the employment 
expense deduction if my only 
income for the year is from a 
scholarship, bursary, fellowship, 
or research grant? 

A. The employment expense 
deduction may not exceed $500 or 
3 per cent of your income for the 
year, whichever is less. This 
deduction may not be claimed by 
a student whose income for the 
year came solely from a 
scholarship, bursary, or 
fellowship, nor may income of 
this nature be used in calculating 
3 per cent of any income against 
which the employment expense 
deduction would apply. After any 
allowable expenses have been 
deducted from a research grant, 
however, the remainder may be 
included as part of your earned 
income for the purpose of the 
employment expense deduction. 

0. Is the total amount of a 
scholarship, bursary, fellowship 
or research grant subject to tax? 

A. The aggregate of all 
scholarships, bursaries and 
fellolAsh ips received in a taxation 
year may be reduced by a single 

Low budget, low image College sports; 

by Phil Mowatt 

It is that time of year again 
when students sweat, swear and 
scream in silence at the annual 
income tax ritual. 

Many students attending Red 
River are unaware of tax benefits 
which could mean the difference 
between survival and starvation. 

However, a new booklet "In-
come Tax and the Student" 
published by the Federal 
government outlines information 
relevant to student tax problems. 
The booklet is available at the 
student information booth. 

One item of interest is a new $50 
dollar per month living expense 
deduction. This may be claimed 
by any student attending Red 
River longer than 13 weeks. But a 
certificate to qualify students is 
required and should arrive 
during the next few weeks. This 
certificate is to safeguard 
possible abuses of the system. 

Other credits eligible for, but 
occasionally not claimed, are 
child care, property taxes and 
moving expenses for those 
starting a summer job in another 
province. 

The following is a list of 
questions and answers obtained 
from the booklet. Further in-
formation not answered by the 
booklet may be obtained from the 
friendly local tax office on York 
Avenue. Classified Ads 
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You were asking... 
MALE WANTED to share 2 
bedroom semi-furnished house 
with double garage. Near 
Arlington at Portage. Call Ivan at 
943-2421 or 775-6747 after 5 p.m. 

$90 month. A nice room in a nice 
home for nice gent near bus. Call 
Mrs. J. Goodrich at 774-6902. 

Do You Like Kids? Need Time & 
Space to Study? 

Single working mother of two 
boys requires someone to keep 
house weekday evenings and for 
a period of time on Saturdays. 
Good size room available. 
Located by Deer Lodge 
Hospital—St. James 
Terms—Negotiable. For more 
infor call 944-9333 and leave a 
message for code 1387. 

FOR RENT: one room and kit-
chen Private. Furnished and 
bedding. 629 Home St. $75 per 
month. Phone 772-1825. 

0. If a student receives a 
research grant, will the full 
amount of the grant be taxed? 

A. No. The research grant will be 
taxed only to the extent that it 
exceeds the expenses incurred by 
the student in carrying out the 
research. 

Q. What expenses would this 
include? 

A. The expenses claimed may not 

directly for athletics might not 
remain on.  the same college as 
that student, says Popel. If a 
move to increase student fees 
were to gain the support of RRCC 
SA, there would have to be a 
guarantee that the money paid 
would remain on that particuTar 
college and not go to support 
programs at another college in 
the province says Popel. 

Popel says the Rebels aren't a 
particularly big seller for the 
college expecially due to the lack 
of funding. He says that the entire 
athetic budget for the college is 
about the equivalent amount as. 
the LI of M spends on a single 
team. 

to, pull out its support. This could 
damage the program severely as 
the University of Saskatchewan 
found out when its SA withdrew 
its support. 

Hillman would like to see the 
Student Association withdraw its 
funding in support of an in- 
creased student fee ear-marked 
specifically for athletics: The SA 
would however continue to work 
on policy matters. 

Student fee -- financed athletics 
is not a new idea. University 
tuitions have the money "hid- 
den" in the cost of tuition says 
Popel. 

One major concern also is that 
money paid by the students 

sday with the Community 
Colleges Athletics association 
discussing the possibilities of 
increased funding for athletic 
programs on Manitoba com-
munity college campuses. 

The meeting was attended by 
representatives of all the colleges 
in the province. 

At RRCC the government 
provides 65 per cent of the 
financing for the athletic 
department and the Student 
Association provides the 
remaining 35 per cent. This is one 
main problem says Hillman. 

The Student Association is not 
legally committed to financing 
athletics and could, if it wanted 

by Allen Banting 
Increased funding for Com-

munity College Athletic 
Departments could also mean a 
better image for the college as a 
whole says Rick Popel, Student 
Association president. 

College and university sports 
events are usually well covered 
by the commercial media. If a 
team is exceptionally good the 
college or university gets a lot of 
publicity. It is this publicity 
which can generate a good image 
and on the whole creates a 
"selling point" for the college 
says Pope) 

Popel and Don Hillman RRCC 
business manager attended a 
meeting in -  Brandon last Thur- 
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None of your 
Business but as 
by Allen Banting 

Once upon a time in a land far, far away, which if you really think about it was actually pretty close con- 
sidering the earth is built on the principle of a circle whereby the farther away you go the closer you get 
unless of course you live somewhere else other than here but we don't have to concern ourselves about that 
since we are speaking in strictly general terms which let's here be wherever-you are and there be wherever 
you are not but where this tale takes place, there lived a princess. 

Now in this place, which we have already determined is somewhere else, there also lived a frog. Here (Not 
there) we shall use the term "lived" rather loosely since sloshing about in an algae-infested waterhole doing ° 

 nothing all day except eating fat juicy flies is not much of a living (unless of course you are a business 
manager), but since the term "lived" applies to frogs and since that is about all frogs can do, we shall allow 
the term to apply. 

The frog had been christened at birth, Burp. This was not his mother's original intention but hospital food, 
especially frog-hospital food, tends to make you do that, especially at the most crucial moments. 

For a frog, Burp was rather bizarre. He had determined his single goal in life was to be that of having the 
princess who if you don't already forget lived in that near far away castle. This strange fixation was the 
result of a massive hallucinogenic dream brought about when the local cops tried to bust the local dope 
dealer one night. To avoid capture the dealer had tossed several hundred hits of acid into the pond in which 
Burp lived. For months Burp did nothing more than trip out, dwelling on the fine beauty of the lily pads and 
talking with the local dragon flies, who he believed to be superior beings from another planet. 

All the other frogs in the pond had been convinced that they were the true rulers of th earth and gone off to 
raid the local castle. They were simply squashed by the guards. Burp did not fall victim to this fantasy 
because he believed that he was actually a handsome prince, changed into a frog by a wicked witch. 

Because of this illusion, he was determined he would have the princess kiss him to change him into a 
human. ( It is debatable that human life is much better than that of a frog.) His analyst was unable to con- 
vince Burp otherwise despite shock treatments and massive injections of weird and mysterious drugs which 
made Burp feel peculiar for days. The matter was simple, his brain was fried, there was nothing left but that 
one fixation. 

Burp tried all sorts of things to get the princess to notice him. He had sneaked into her bedroom late one 
night hoping he could crawl under the cover with the princess. He knew his wit and charm could easily 
overcome any resistance that the princess might have. He was hoping of course that the princess spoke frog 
but if she didn't he was relying on his good looks and slimy green skin to win her over. 

So as it goes late one night or early one morning whichever you choose, we shall use night in this case cince 
it connotes that it was dark outside, as well as inside since the torches had been extinguished so that 
everyone could sleep, but if you wish to use the term morning go right ahead, that is your perrogative. Burp 
sneaked into the princess's room. He quietly hopped across the floor and under the covers of the princess's 
bed. She was in bed because she was sleeping, since it was late at night or morning which ever term you are 
using. 

Burp crawled carefully from the foot of the bed to the head of it (he had tried for a while to converse with 
her feet but got no response). 

Once he reached the head of the bed he decided he would cop a quick feel and started running his slimy 
little feet through her hair. He then moved himself so that he might wake up the princess with a kiss which he 
hoped might also convert him into a human. But poor Burp it was dark inside and when he reached out to kiss 
the princess he found his lips pressed against the whiskered face of one of the castle guards who for some 
strange reason happened to be in the princess's bed. (He was probably her personal body-guard.Why else 
would he be there?) The guard was not at all impressed and Burp nearly ended up as a greasy spot on the 
castle's wall, but the guard had a bad aim and tossed Burp out the window. 'Burp quickly gave up his 
sneaking career. 

One day as Burp lay fantasizing about the errincess he heard a noise in the bushes by the edge of the pond. 
Before Burp realized it he was looking upon the naked body of the princess who had come to skinny dip in the 
pond. Burp nearly flipped his lily pad. In fact the impact of coming face to...face with the princess was more 
than his heart could handle. In fact, Burp got so excited he fainted and fell off his lily pad and drowned. 

Such is life. 
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The recent debate over constitution patriation has oeveioped into a 
national fixation occupying large amounts of government and media 
attention. This preoccupation with the constitution has come to the 
point %%There necessary federal and provincial business is being 
relegated to secondary sta tus. 

The dogfight between Ottawa and the provinces at the expense of 
pressing business leaves the obvious qeustion to be asked. Is it worth 
it? 

Other countries have highly detailed constitutions with clearly 
defined power limitations; yet they are repeatedly violated. The 
Soviet Union, for example has a detailed constitution "guaranteeing" 
equality extends no further than the paper it is printed on. 

Even countries with democratic institutions are guilty of rights 
violations. The United States, for examplle, with its parchment and 
quill constitution, regarded by many Americans as holy writ, is far 
from egalitarian. Its government frequently succeeds in performing 
nasty acts for the 'good ' of the people. 

Constitutions are valid only to the extent of the meaning placed by 
government and people The Canadian case is no different than any 
other. 

Governments in the past have seen fit to violate citizen rights where 
it has seen fit. Privacy invasion incidents involving Quebec 
separatists and radicals were deemed dangerous to government in- 
terests and 'appropriate' action taken. Self-preservation clearly 
prevails over principle. 

Those favoring a new constitution that basic principles of 
agreement, when entrenched will serve as a base upon which human 
rights can be defended. 

However, the country is obviously not in agreement about anything 
involving principles. The country is simply too diverse in geography, 
ethnic makeup and in basic belief. Recent opposition to government 
plans has come from groups ranging from native Canadians to 
eclectic weirdos such as the "Christian National Socialist Party." 

If anything at all emerges from the squabble it will probably be an. 
inoffensive document of vague wording with little, or no meaning. 

The government's past record speaks for itself. At least it provides 
entertainment during this long winter. 

Only in Canada you say? Pity. 

So often in life there arise events and happening which force us to turn 
inward to ourselves to take a thorough examination of that which 
makes us what we are. Sadly enough these events which cause the turn 
inward are not pleasant ones and coupled with the startling findings of 
ourselves, that we are not what we wish to be, these moments of 
contemplation can damage forever. Acceptance of self is not easy, 
considering the surroundings in which we live. Conformity is the 
strongest social pressure of all our lives. For those who feel that they 
must conform, finding out they are not what they feel is acceptable 
results in a total acceptance of all _ the `proper' things without 
questioning. Mindlessness is easy. It doesn't hurt since you rely on 
others to feel your emotions for you or tell you what they are. For those 
who turn inward and find they are not what they feel is acceptable and 
choose to accept themselves for what they are, are the noble ones. 
They also die. 
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No break tax breaks Editorials  
papers 
signing! 

OTTAWA ( CUP )— Canadian University Press-Media Services ( CUP-
MS) was officially launched January 26 when two newspapers took the 
plunge and signed contracts with the student owned and controlled 
national advertising co-operative. 

In a close race the University of Winnipeg student newspaper, the 
Uniter, beat out the Varsity at the University of Toronto to become the 
first to sign the contract. 

And papers at the University of Lethbridge, Douglas and Capilano 
colleges in Vancouver, Okanagan College in Kelowna, B.C., and 
Seneca College in Toronto, joined the ranks later in the week. 

CUP-MS, launched less than a month ago by members of the co-
operative news service organization, Canadian University Press, will 
solicit national advertising for the 62 member papers of CUP. 

National advertising makes up an average of 25 1per cent of student 
newspapers' funds. 

The student council at the University of Winnipeg, which is legally 
the publisher of th Uniter, was wholeheartedly in support of CUP-MS. 

"There was really no reason they wouldn't be," Linda Williamson, 
editor of the Uniter, said. "CUP-MS is the ideal student owned 
business. All profits remain in the organization and return back to the 
membership who democratically control the company." 

Brian Pannell, president of the University of Winnipeg students' 
association, said he was very happy to sign the contract. 

by savings plans can seldom take 
advantage of them since they are 
seldom in the position to invest 
the full allowed amount, they 
therefore receive only partial 
benefits. Few people except the 
wealthy can afford to invest in 
apartment buildings, oil wells or 
Canadian movie ventures. The 
'economic incentive' programs 
give the wealthy a tax-break and 
thereby allow the government to 
invest in projects without coming 
under attack for questionable 
government spending. 

Tax expenditures will continue 
to increase and consequently so 
will the national debt, until action 
is taken to monitor and officially 
record the money •actually being 
'spend' by the government. A 
program must be established to 
make an annual tax expenditure 
budget as well as to undertake a 
study to examine who really 
benefits through the exemlptions. 
Measures must also be un-
dertaken to update an revise 
existing tax laws. Until this is 
done tax exemptions will con-
tinue to offer so much and deliver 
so little. 

billion dollars. Of these exemp-
tions, 10 per cent went to the 
lower 50 per cent of income 
earners and an incredible 40 per 
cent went to the top 10 per cent. 

Exemptions come in the form 
of income security exemptions, 
investment incentives, tax 
rewards and personal exemp-
tions. The increase in the amount 
of direct government spending in 
programs related to exemptions 
in every case is lower than the 
increase in tax expenditure. 
While family allowances were 
only increased by 9 per cent 
between 1974 and 1976, the ex-
penditure through the dependent 
children exemption rose 20 per 
cent. Again, since the upper 
income group saves far more for 
every dollar they exempt - Than 
the lower group, they were the 
winners, taking an unnecessary 
share of the total expenditure. 

Tax exemptions for registered 
savings plans. home ownership 
savings plans and investments 
can only be taken fully advantage 
of by those in the ,upper income 
group. Those in the lower income 
group, who should benefit most 
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'ANOTHER YEAR OF BALANC EP GROWTH.` 

Those little blanks on your 
annual income tax form which 
entitle you to exempt your `fair 
share' of the billions of dollars 
exempted by tax payers each 
year, may be worth a lot less than 
you think. Under existing laws, 
your fair share of benefits, 
( pro*iding you are inthe lower 90 
per cent of all income earners) 
may be given to those who need it 
least. The upper 10 per cent. 

Each year the government 
invisibly spends billions dollars 
through tax exemptions. This 
money, a total of $7.1 billion from 
personal exemptions in 1976, is 
not officially accounted for in the 
figures of government spending 
although it is exactly 
that—spending. Tax exempt 
dollars are simply dollars which 
could have been included in 
government revenue but were not 
since they were never officially 
collected. 

While the government tried to 
publicly show restraint in 
spending during the fiscal year of 
74-75 by raising the government 
spending only 10.4 per cent (a 
figure in keeping with inflation) 
the amount of exempted revenue 
increased by 17.9 per cent ac-
cording to "The Hidden Welfare 
System Revisited". 

In theory, tax exemptions 
should operate like a system of 
grants. These grants are to en-
courage Canadian investment, 
higher education, saving for 
retirement or a home or to defray 
the costs of raising a family. In 
practice, these exemptions are 
seldom of much benefit to those 
they were designed for. 

For a wealthy businessperson 
whose income is in the 60 per cent 
taxation bracket each deduction 
of $100 saves that person $60. For 
a middle income worker in the 25 
per cent taxation bracket each 
deduction of $100 is only a saving 
of $25, and for a student who 
exists near the poverty line and 
consequently under the tax-
paying threshold, for every $100 
deduction there is no saving. In 
1976 alone, the government in-
creased its revenue losses 
through tax exemptions by $1.8 

HALIFAX ( CUP )—Uranium deposits large enough to support com-
mercial mine have recently been discovered in Hants County, Nova 
Scotia, according to Susan Holtz of the Dalhousie Unversity Ecology 
Action Centre. 

Ron Barkhouse, Minister of Mines and Energy. denied uranium had 
been discovered in commercial quantities in Hants County. He 
described the findings there as "interesting". 

Uranium mining has had a poor .record in other parts of Canada. 
Following the findings of a royal commission of inquiry into health and 
environmental problems in British Columbia, Premier Bill Bennett 
placed a seven-year ban on uranium exploration and mining in 
February, 1980. 

Citing health hazards to miners and the damaging effects uranium 
mining has on the environment, Holtz said, "we think the stuff should 
stay in the ground." 

Asked if Nova Scotia is considering implementing a similar ban to 
that in B.C., Barkhouse said, "No. Speaking for the department, we 
aren't considering any ban." 

The major hazard of uranium mining is the creation of huge 
quantities of waste ore or "tailings". The extraction of three pounds of 
uranium leaves one ton of crushed ore. These tailings retain 85 per 
cent of their initial radioacitivity. The highly toxic gas Radon-222 is 
produced, which when exposed to the atmosphere can travel 1000 
miles before it decays. 

Radon gas is responsible for the high levels of lung cancer in miners. 
As radon is highly soluble in water, leaching from the tailings 

contaminates the surrounding area. Dr. Jack Garnet, Director of the 
Mineral Resources Division with Mines and Energy, said his depart-
ment is "keeping and eye" on problems encountered with uranium 
mining in the country. 

Garnet suggested that a method of keeping tailings out of contact 
with air and water is to envelope them with a thick rubberized mat 
covered with a foot of water. 

After a few years of uranium mining at Elliot Lake, Ontario, the 
entire Serpent River system was contaminated with radioactivity and 
aquatic life had perished for 50 miles downstream of the mine. 

The United States Regulatory Commission recognized in 1977 that 
"uranium mining and milling are the most significant sources of 
radiation exposure to the public from the entire nuclear fuel 
system—far surpassing nuclear reactors or high level radioactive 
waste disposal." 

• 

New named student 
organization... 
OTTAWA ( CUP )—Canadian students' new national organization has 
been christened the Canadian Federation of Students ( CFS). 

Delegates from colleges and universities across Canada, excluding 
Quebec, met recently tp plan the merging of the National Union of 
Students (NUS), the national political organization, the Association of 
Student Councils (AOSC), the service organization, and the various 
provincial bodies. 

"What is important for students to recognize is that they will now be 
members of one umbrella organization instead of three," said Eleanor 
MacDonald, a Carleton University Ontario Federation of Students 
( OFS) representative at the conference. 

She said in the past students were often unsure who was defending 
their rights in issues such as student aid. 

Referenda will be held on most Canadian colleges and university 
campuses over the next two to three years, according to John Doherty, 
executive officer for NUS. He said about 90 schools will have the 
chance to join CFS. 
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A SOCIAL "OUTCAST 

by Dave Sanderson 
Valentine's Day—remember 

how great it felt back in 
elementary school when all the 
kids in class took ten minutes out 
to pass cards to one another? 
Remember how great it felt to 
come home with 30 valentines, 
show them to yor Mom and feel 
all proud because you knew you 
were so popular? Remember? 
Sure you do. 

But what about that one fat kid 
over in the corner or that girl by 
the teacher's desk who always 
went home empty-handed? How 
did they feel being valentine 
outcasts? For some, Valentine's 
Day means big business, while 
for others it is the loneliest day of 
the year. 
I know, because I am a Valen-
tine's Day Outcast. 

The florists' business booms 
this time of the year—many of 
them have trouble keeping up 
with the demand. Windsor Park 
Florists considers Valentine's 
Day one of the three big events of 
the year—along with Easter and 
graduations. 

For a Valentine's Day Outcast, 
though, he'll be lucky if a stem 
comes his way, and if it does, it's 
usually thorns side-up. While 
everyone around him is busy 

exchanging kisses and cards, he 
sits in the shadows, screaming on 
the inside, "Somebody give me 
something." 

Restaurants also pick-up added 
revenue from Valentine's "Day. 
Many couples feel that Val's . is 'a 
good excuse to finally :try out that 
restaurant they've been meaning 
to check out for months. ,This is 
all fine for them, let them eat 
their filets under candlelight, 
drink ' their vino. arm in arm, 
chew their garlic toast while 
gazing into each other's eyes, but 
do they ever think of the outcast? 

No, they don't. He sits at home 
heating up his Swansons, 

- drinking orange juice, and 
staring at Family. Feud for the 
millionth time, Richard Dawson 
the closest thing he's got tot 
companionship. While the social 
order is out mealing among 
themselves all alone he's trying 
hard to ignore the biting pain 
eating away at histeart. 

Those who play to the sweet 
tooth also find Valentine's Day 
has much to offer. Chocolates are 
packaged and bought in all sorts 
of shapes—hearts, cupids, and 
even squares. An employee at 
Eaton's says jelly beans are 
being bought more frequently 

than before, as people search for 
new wayito,show their affection. 

A local ::firm has even 
developed,;. alternative to 
flowers Which are becoming 
more expensive each year. For a 
minimal fee, you ,can' have your 
loved one ballooned by, Balloons 

,For your expense a 
dozen messaged balloons will be 
delivered to your "friend" a 
unique idea indeed, considering 
balloons don't need watering. 

But has an outcast ever been 
ballocIned or given chocolates? 
Not quite—the closest he'll get to 
this is a cold pot roast sent over 
by his grandmother—the only one 
who cares to the end. 

Yes, for the Valentine's Day 
Outcast, February 14th can make 
you want to hide under the sheets 
and wait for tomorrow. Without 
cards, flowers, meals, candies or 
balloons. What it all adds up to is 
emptiness—I know, I've been 
there. 

To curb the social problem of 
Valentine's Day outcasts you can 
start right here. All it takes is a 
little card addressed to Dave 
Sanderson, c/o The Projector. 
WWII be happy to have helped. 
Next week: How it feels to get 
cards for the first time. 

Inaaralaks 
ICON CEPTS 

Dear 

Vincenzo is on vacation. To replace him this week is his twin brother 
Gino. 
Dear Gino is a column which handles problems from students in a 
personal, caring, understanding manner. 
Dear Gino: 

Now I realize that you are forever plagued with letters from all sorts 
of strange people so I won't make an exception. Lately I have noticed 
that I have a growing fixation for turnips. I worship them. I desire 
them. I fantasize about them. In fact I'm going out to find one now. 
Rock Pupel 

Dear Rock: 
Sounds to me like you're becoming a vegetable. How long have you 
been going to school here. 

And U.S. officials have 
threatened that if the NEP is 
carried out to its desired end, a 
formal complaint under the 
General Agreement on Tariffs & 
Trade will be issued. The NEP 
also violates the 1976 

 

 Organization for Economic 
Development pact to which 
Canada was a signatory. 
However, the pact contains no 
legal sanctions and Canada's 
situation with regard to foreign 
investment is a special case, 
Canada having the world's 
largest rate of foreign in-
vestment. So far since Ronald 
Reagan has come to office, he has 
not issued any harsh diplomatic 
(diarrhea) durges against 
Canadian foreign policy. 

Dear Gino: 
Is it really true that if I touch myself in certain places that I run the 

risk of going blind? 
Stu Dogson 

In the future, Petrocan will 
show a more powerful role in 
controlling Canadian oil 
production with greater in-
volvement in oil exploration, the 
search for alternative energy 
supplies, and controlling actual 
oil production. Petrocan has 
finally reached the public eye 
with _their patriotic maple leaf 
logoed chain of 366 retail gasoline 
stations and 54 wholesales 
distributorships. 

The 1981 budget for Petrocan 
has been increased to $900 million 
from a 1980 capital budget of $435 
million. Wilbert Hopper, Toronto 
Globe and Mail's Report on 
Business Man of the Year, is 
currently searching desperately 
for a stable supply of crude oil to 
tide Canada over while Alberta 
production is cut back. 

Alberta Treasurer Louis 
Hyndman said in a speech to the 
National Press Club in Alberta, 
that "the Liberal budget has 
taken the edge off the western 
boom". He defended the Alberta 
Heritage Fund, the symbol of 
Albertan wealth whose steady 
inflow of oil and gas revenues are 
expected to reach $8.4 billion by 
March, claiming the fund was at 
work across the contry, 
generating jobs for Canadians. 

So far, the only Albertan to 
voice support of the NEP has 
been Robert Blair, President of 
97 er cent owned Nova Cor-
poration and chairman of Husky 
Oil. Not surprisingly, Blair's 
comments have been given little 
coverage by a press which is 
largely anti-NEP. 

Although described by the 
Financial Post as "one of the 
most politically perceptive and 
economically successful 
Canadian oil executives," his 
recent comments have made him 
unpopular inside the petroleum 
industry. Blair admitted, in a 
Financial Post interview that•the 
"very large wealth being ac-
cumulated by the petroleum 
producers in Canada...began to 
look like too much to virtually 
everyone." 

Nova Corporation stands to 
gain from the 35 per cent oil 
exploration subsidy granted to 
Canadian companies in the 
energy plan, and has recently 
established a sibsidiary 
operation exclusively for 
discovery and exploration. 

Many companies are having a 
difficult time measuring up to the 
stiff 75 per cent Canadian 
ownership requirement needed to 
receive the 35 per cent ex-
ploration subsidy. While this 
certainly discourages large 
multinationals like Imperial, 
Gulf, and Shell, even companies 
who are largely Canadian, the 
stiff Canadian Ownership 
Requirements (COR) enable only 
a handful of companies to receive 
the benefits. 

The Petroleum Monitoring 
Agency (PMA) has been 
established to "identify, 
measure, and report the level of 
ownership and control" in the oil 
industry. Harold Renouf, 
chairman of the PMA, issued the 
17 page PMA proposal the last 
week in November, giving the 
petroleum industry only two 
weeks on which to comment on 
the proposals, which were in-
stituted Jan. 1. 

by Margo McCall 
Canada's economic future lies 

in its vast supply of natural 
resources. The petroleum 
deposits of Alberta and the 
recently discovered natural gas 
in Newfoundland have the 
potential to lift Canada out of the 
worst economic recession since 
"the dirty 30's." 

Unfortunately, attempts by the 
federal government to utilize 
these resources for the benefit of 
the nation have been met with 
widespread criticism. 

The 1980 Federal Budget 
outlined a National Energy Plar 
whose objective was It 
"Canadianize the petroleum 
industry." Currently, in the 
natural gas and petroleum in 
dustries, Americans own 63 per 
cent and control 74 per cent of all 
companies. The National Energy 
Plan (NEP) proposes to "in-
crease" Canadian ownership to 
50 per cent by 1990." Following 
the Liberal Party's 1980 cam-
paign to "Canadianize the 
economy", the NEP plans to use 
Petrocan, Canada's crown oil 
corporation, to acquire owner-
ship of several of the large oil and 
gas firms." 

The criticisms of the NEP 
come mainly from the petroleum 
industry itself, and complain, not 
of the objective to Canadianize, 
but of the methods the federal 
government is using to force 
Canadianization. With the 
ongoing struggle between the 
provincial and federal govern-
ments surrounding the sharing of 
natural resource profits outlined 
in the proposed constitution, the 
federal government appears, 
once., to he shoving 
somehing down the throats of 
Canadian citizens. 

The NEP has placed an eight 
per cent tax on all oil revenues. 
The proceeds will help finance 
Petrocan. For • Imperial Oil this 
means $75 million a year,• non-
deductible from income tax, 
which adds up to a whopping 12 
per cent loss of revenue. 

Alberta Premier Peter 
Lougheed has reacted to this 
gigantic increase in federal 
revenue by holding back 
development of the two billion 
dollar Syncrude oil sands project 
in Fort McMurray, and cutting 
back oil production by 15 per 
cent. Lougheed has furthermore 
refused to continue oil talks with 
the federal government until the 
energy policy has been recon-
sidered. 

Dear Stu: 
Certainly it's true. Just try sticking your fingers in your eye sockets 
for a couple of hours. 

The move to nationalize the oil 
industry has been called a move 
towards "socialism" by some, 
and has been protested strongly. 

Dear Gino: 
People keep telling me that I am a ver. Boring person. I have 

trouble making friends. Nobody will listen to me because I am so 
boring. I don't like being a bore. I wish I could stop being so boring. 
Can you help me become more interesting? 
Phil Mower 

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 

Got a problem that you can't solve by yourself? Drop Gino a not c/o 
The Projector. 

Meanwhile, amid all the 
uproar, some companies are 
calmly dismantling their rigs and 
heading south where the foreign 
policy better suits their profit-
makiisg schemes. According to 
the Canadian Association of 
Oilwell Drilling Contractors, a 
third of all oil drilling rigs are 
sitting idle in the West, while at 
least 37 have crossed the Alberta 
border into Montana. The idle 
rigs are costing owners $5000 
dollars per day in lost revenue 
and are putting some 35,000 
Canadians out of work. 

. It is fairly certain that the 
Federal government will not 
budge to improve the harsh 
stipulations of the Energy policy, 
so the petroleum industry will be 
forced to endure it. Energy 
Minister Marc LaLonde is en-
couraging ' Canadians to use 
natural gas instead of oil since 
natural gas is more plentiful, 
however it is certain that the 
price of both natural gas and oil 
will rise dramatically during the 
next year as the federal gover-
nment feeds its hungry baby oil 
corporation, Petrocan. While 
Canadians. starve and pay the 
high costs of heating and 
gasoline, the Baby grows. 
Hopefully when it reaches 
puberty, it will be able to provide 
for the citizens who helped to 
wean it. 

In the past, attempts to 
regulate foreign ownerhsip have 
been difficult to enforce. The 
Federal Budget of 1963 instituted 
a 30 per cent takeover tax for non-
residents, which was eventually 
dropped due to strong public 
opposition. But it looks as though 
the desperate and continued 
protest since the budget was 
introduced will do nothing to 
sway Prime Minister Trudeau 
and cohorts Finance Minister 
Allen MacEachen and Energy 
Minister Marc LaLonde from 
their pet project. 

Financial experts are still 
analyzing the NEP to determine 
its implications and figure out 
ways to get around its harsh 
commandments, however, it 
seems banking interests already 
know where they stand. Among 
the protesting bankers is Roland 
Frazee, chairman and chief 
executive officer of the Royal 
Bank of Canada, who believed the 
energy policy is too harsh for 
foreign investors. Frazee com-
plains of "being dragged along by 
skyrocketing interest rates," but 
it is difficult to sympathize when 
the Royal Bank showed profits of 
$327.4 million for the 1980 fiscal 
year, a profit rise of 21 per cent. 

The onus will be on the com-
pany to provide all necessary 
information, including not only a 
list of all shareholders and their 
addresses, but their citizenship 
or immigration status. The 
company will be required to trace 
ownership to third level of in-
vestment. Companies must apply 
anew every year to qualify for the 
35 per cent exploration subsidy. 
Even if approved for sub-
sidization by the PMA, the 
company must then satisfy the 
conditions of the Foreign In-
vestment Review Agency 
(FIRA) to ensure they are 
Canadian owned. 

Another point on which 
petroleum magnates are upset is 
the new plan for revenue sharing 
introduced. Before the plan, the 
federal government received 
only 10 per cent of energy 
revenues, 'while both the oil 
companies and the provincial 
governments received a full 45 
per cent. The distribution per-
centages have been reorganized, 
with the federal government now 
receiving 24 per cent, the oil 
industry 33 per cent, and the 
provinces 43 per cent. The 12 per 
cent loss of revenue by oil 
companies in addition to the 8 per 
cent tax imposed by the federal 
government adds up to an 
alarming 20 per cent drop in 
revenue. 

However, the obvious abun-. 
dance of profit in the Alberta oil 
industry, when compared to the 
drastic shortage of capital within 
the federal government, may 
justify this incredible increase or 
power for the federal govern-
ment. 

The Federal Energy Plan has 
increased Petrocan's powerful 
role in controlling Canadian 
production of oil. Since its 
establishment, Petrocan has 
been constantly acquiring 
greater power in terms of assets. 
Company annual reports indicate 
Petrocan currently holds $3.4 
billion in assets, while 
multinational oil king Imperial 
Oil Ltd. holds 14.65 billion. In 
total revenue, Petrocan is far 
behind with only $.75 billion, 
while Imperial Oil has total 
revenues of $6.62 billion. 
Petrocan is currently Canada's 
third largest natural gas 

"producer, and the ninth largest 
producer of liquid oil and gas, 
according to Oilweek magazine. 

• KNEED • 
"Nationalize Alberta?' 

You wouldn't dare!" 

• news editor 
s w riters 

• ytoonist 
nsws writers 
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Entine' 
Off The Record Bent on destruction 

by Allen Banting 

Even the roses are poisoned 
Streets of Berlin, 
I must leave you soon. 
Ah! Will you forget me? 
Was I ever really here? 

Find me a bar, 
on the cobblestone streets, 
where the boys are pretty. 
I cannot love' for more than one 
day, 
but one day is enough in this city. 

to get involved. What is most 
impressive is their new material. 
The voltage of their stage show 
transmits into the audience with 
vengeance. 

"But why does the guitar 
player jump backwards so 
much?" 

"He must be dodging phantom 
notes!" 

Could this be the kiss of death? 

by Kathi Thorarinson 

She left the web, she left the loom, 
She made three paces thro' the 
room, 
She saw the water-lily bloom, 
She saw the helmet and the 
plume, 

She look'd down to Camelot. 
Out flew the web and floated wide; 
The mirror crack'd from side to 
side, 
"The curse is come upon me," 
cried 

The Lady of Shalott. 
—Alfred Lord Tennyson 

John 

by Ma•go McCall 
This issue's Off the Record will take a sudden, startling sidestep 

from the traditional retinue of heavy metal verbal worship, examining 
two bands currently affecting the state of youth culture in Britain's 
post-post-industrial, pre-war climate. Killing Joke and The Pop Group 
explore different directions in music, concept, and message, and are 
examples of only two bands to emerge from the creative hotbed of 
musical activity in England today. 

KILLING JOKE-REQUIEM 
(Eg Records) 
Music that seeps from the concentrated creative cores of a 

desperate group of individuals who are waiting to die. Labelled 
fatalists by some, Killing Joke almost revel in the realization that the 
curtains are about to fall; concluding the currently tense world 
situation. 

Most distrubing is their certainty and acceptance of impending 
doom. The lyrics and song titles scream out Killing Joke's resigned 
posture. 

As performers, Killing Joke are apparently pretty apathetic, but 
that too is in keeping with their almost lethargic attitude towards life. 
In their music, it is expressed with tension, continually ballooning and 
surging passages of surging energy that seem to detonate as though 
the climax of each song were the end of the world. 

In Britain, Killing Joke have a small but committed following who 
can obviously relate to the depressive alienation of modern life. Ac-
cording to members of Killing Joke, the "killing joke" occurs in a 
situation where a soldier say, with both legs blown off in the war and 
his intestines emptying out into his mangled hands, thinks of the ****** 
who put him there in the first place. Some Joke. Killing Joke are a 
symptom of the terminal illness this society sinks into. 

THE POP GROUP—WE ARE TIME 
( Rough Trade) 
Frenetic funk from a group who stimulate the brain fibers to the 

bursting point. Since The Pop Group emerged with their 1978 debut 
single, "We Are All Prostitutes", it has been obvious that their un-
derstanding of the world, although cynical, is pretty accurate. 

For a band with so much to contribute, it amazes me that they have 
not, (as was the sorry fate of John Lydon and PIL)• run out of socio-
economic situations to criticize. 

Songs on We Are Time include Trap, Thief of Fire, Genius or 
Lunatic, Colour Blind, Spanish Inquisition, Amnesty Report ( a 
criticism of science and technology's lack of conscience and ethics) 
and We Are Time where the Pop Group ways "Waiting is a Crime". 

The album, recorded during sessions with British music icon John 
Peel almost two years ago and just released this summer, is less 
political than the preceding album "How Much Longer Can We 
Tolerate Mass Murder?" and more esoteric. 

The Pop Group have used music as a medium to express their views 
on topics as diverse as the secret bombings of Cambodia to the star-
ving children in Nigeria. Although their message is "heavy stuff 
man", their rhythms are light, bouncy and undulating. For fast, 
bouncing, ftlnky funk with cerebrally improving implications, 
familiarize yourself with this really great British import. 

Innes as Horst in Warehouse Production of "Bent" 

Musician's 
madness 

almost seems tedious at times. 
The acting of the entire play is 

excellent from the gaudy make-
up clad Greta to the survival-bent 
Max. The most outstanding 
performance is the portrayal of 
Max by Lorne Kennedy. 

The direction of the play by 
David Schurmann is rather loose 
and the emotional impact in a lot 
of instances is lost through 
misdirection. 

Bent runs until February 14. 

Who else but Agatha Christie 
could be inspired by Tennyson to 
write a murder mystery? And 
who else but her famous 
character, Miss Jane Marple, 
would know Tennyson so well as 
to be able to fit the poem to the 
murders? 

"Murder is like a jigsaw 
puzzle, until one has the last piece 

which amuses the Nazis so much 
he earns a yellow star. 

Horst and Max are assigned to 
a job of moving rocks from one 
place to another and back again 
for twelve hours a day. Through 
their conversations Horst falls in 
love with Max, but Max refuses to 
accept that he can love Rudy. 

"Queers can't love," he tells 
Horst. 

The play despite its strong plot 
has defects. The first act has four 
scene changes, a fault of the 
writer, Martin Sherman, which 
makes the play somewhat in- 
terrupted. The action is very fast 
paced in the first scene but with 
all the changes the place stum- 
bles. 

The second act can not seem to 
keep pace with the first act and 

Without the acceptance of what 
you are life is not really worth 
living. Without such an ac-
ceptance the capacity of love can 
neither be realized or ap-
preciated ending in 'destruction of 
self and a decay which grows 
within the soul. A world of love 
and self-acceptance becomes one 
in which one merely survives at 
the expense of total desolation. 

Bent, the latest production of 
the Warehouse, is a play which 
delves into the ,world of 
destruction brought upon by 
survival in the most severe 
circumstances. Bent follows the 
path of destruction of a 
homosexual in pre-war Germany 
during the Hitler rampage of 
persecution. Over all it is an 
extremely powerful and moving 
play, brought through an equally 
powerful plot of life as a per-
secuted minority in a con-
centration camp. 

Max (Lorne Kennedy) and his 
lover Rudy (Benedict Campbell) 
are forced to hide out from the 
Hitler SS troops following an 
incident where Max brings home 
Wolf (Adam Henderson), the 
lover of a homosexual advisor to 
Hitler. On a tip from the tran-
svestite owner of a bar, Greta 
(Gordon McCall) the Gestapo 
burst into Max and Rudy's 
apartment and murder Wolf. 

After a period of hiding out, 
Max and Rudy are captured. 

On the train to the Dachau 
Prison Camp, Max watches the 
guards kill Rudy. He helps in the 
murder in order that he survive 
himself. Once at the con-
centration camp Max meets 
Horst (John Innes) a homosexual 
prisoner. 

Max refuses to accept himself 
as a homosexual and goes to 
absolute extremes to avoid 
receiving the pink triangle, the 
symbol of homosexual prisoners. 
He performs a highly gross act. 

ANI-11.)A iSe t tom. NE WSMAGAZINE madam 
AT ONLY 280 A WEEK, 
can you afford to miss good 
news coverage—national and interna-
tional—plus news on film, books, sports; 
people...and much more? Each and every week! 

one can't see the whole picture," 
says Miss Marple. The film keeps 
us guessing to the last, while she 
struggles to find the missing 
piece. 

When Hollywood comes to St. 
Mary Mead to shoot a film all is 
as it should be. Its most typical of 
English country villages, neat 
gardens, afternoon teas. But as 
soon as the film folk begin to 
settle in the rural community old 
wounds are reopened and fresh 
bodies begin to fall. 

To unravel this mystery in 
which the most likely suspect has 
a habit of becoming the last 
victim, Miss Jane Marple 
( Angela Lansbury) joins forces 
with her favorite nephew, Chief 
Inspector Dermot Craddock 
(Edward Fox) of Scotland Yard. 

The mystery begins when an 
unsuspecting local drinks a 
poison-loaded daiquiri. Miss 
Marple deduces that the woman's 
only crime is being a bore, so the 
drink must have been meant for 
someone else. Namely, Elizabeth 
Taylor. She plays an actress 
about to make her big come-
back.But who would want to kill 
her? 

Just about everyone. 
There is no shortage of 

suspects. It could be Kim Novak, 
her arch rival. Or Tony Curtis, 
the unscrupulous producer. 
Maybe it's Rock Hudson, Liz's 
unfaithful mate? Hmmm...un-
faithful. Maybe it's Rock's 
girlfriend and Liz's secretary, 
Geraldine Chaplin? 

Just when we think we know 
the answer Chaplin inhales a nose 
full of poison. The mirror crack'd 
again. 

It looks as though Elizabeth 
Taylor is about to crack up again. 
In the film we discover she has 
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The new material is cede, 
heavy space music. The lyrics 
are romantic, the beat sexual. 
Lou Petrovitch relates, "It's a 
turning point for the band. We 
have a lot of confidence in the 
new album, it has more energy 
than the first. We have learned a 
lot." 

That knowledge was not 
without cost. Their schedule is 
gruelling, either playing, 
rehearsing or travelling. The 
frustrations of the musician are 
many. "You have to be nice even 
when you don't want to be. People 
will ask you questions like "What 
do you do during the day?" We're 
getting older and the people 
we're playing for are getting 
younger." It all takes a toll, most 
noticeably on their personal 
lives. 

It proved too much for Terry 
Norman Taylor (TNT), their 
original drummer. Late last year 
he gave the business up. He says 
he just "got tired". 

The Pumps were sorry to see 
him go, but they parted the "best 
of friends". It was the first in-
ternal change the band has gone 
through in the two years they've 
been together. Even the roadies 
remain the same. 

Brad Meadmore, familiar to 
Winnipeg from his long 
association with Woodwork, 
replaced him. He fits in well and 
The Pumps say they are "very 
pleased". 

The bad is now comprised of 
Lou Petrovitch on lead guitar, 
Brent Diamond on keyboards, 
Chris Burk-Gaffney on bass and 
Brad Meadmore on drums. 

The rest of The Pumps have no 
intention of giving up. Brent 
Diamond says, "When I saw the 
Beatles on Ed Sullivan I knew 
what I wanted to be." Like 
everything else the music in-
dustry is suffering severe cut-
backs. To be able to survive is a 
sign of true talent and per-
severance. 

by Kathi Thorarinson 
Newspapers across Canada 

have coined a new expression. 
They are asking their readers if. 
they're ready for "Pump rock". 
They are ready and waiting for 

. more, hailing The Pumps as the 
best rock band from the Prairies 
since The Guess Who and 
Streetheart. So what happens 
now? 

A follow-up to their debut LP 
"Gotta Move" for one thing. 

When The Pumps landed their 
three-record contract from 
Polydor in the spring of 1979 
many people were surprised. Not 
because they found the band 
lacking. but because they had 
only formed a short year before. 
They pointed to ex-manager 
Frank Weipert and called him a 
magician. 

But he wasn't; The Pumps are 
still here. 

Despite many delays the album 
came out in February of 1980. It is 
a collection of 10 original songs, 
many of which became AM hits, 
notably "Bust the TV" and "Out 
of Control". 

"She's always there/out of 
reach/but still in sight," goes 
"Bust the TV". Some of us 
wondered whether they were 
singing about. the neurotic TV 
gazers or themselves, and the 
ever evasive success they had 
been promised. 

"Gotta Move" did not go quite 
as far as The Pumps wanted, or 
as many of us expected. They 
pinpoint its major problem as 
being lack of promotion. 

The album did receive a lot of 
attention. Its greatest success 
was in Canada, but it was also 
released in the USA, England, 
Ireland, Germany and Japan. 
"Melody Maker", a popular 
British rock magazine, gave it 
favorable reviews. It was 
produced by two of England's 
finest, Jon Astley and Phil 
Chapman, brought in especially 
for The Pumps' album. Between 
these two they have to their 
credit Eric Clapton, Joan Ar-
matrading, The Who, and now 
The Pumps. 

But there is nothing The Pumps 
love more than a live audience 
willing to boogie. 

Their show is an exciting 
mixture of new and old. The band 
performs many of their past 
successes with intoxicating inner 
energy. There is an active quality 
in The Pumps that draws people 

suffered a few nervous collapses 
stemming from the birth of her 
long-awaited child. The baby 
arrives retarded. Early in the 
story we are given this as a clue, 
but not one we know what to do 
with. 

The suspicion begins to fall on 
Rock Hudson, but the problem is 
he is so obviously devoted to his 
wife. (Despite a few extra-
marital romps, but after all these 
are Hollywood jet-setters) Or is 
his affection merely pretense? 
We can only wonder. 

As does Miss Marple. We who 
know her from the past are 
confident s he will solve the 
mystery. Of course she does, with 
a little help from the village 
vicar. Though he doesn't realize 
it. 

The Mirror Crack'd is an ex-
cellent suspense film. A classical 
thriller with a surprise ending. 

The cast play their parts in 
keeping with their fine 
reputations. Kim Novak plays a 
jealous shrew exceptionally well, 
which adds a lot of humour to the 
story. Rock Hudson's portrayal 
of the adoring, tortured husband 
is maybe one of the best roles he's 
played. Liz Taylor is her usual 
glamorous self, though she un-
successfully tries to hide the 
weight she has gained. 

However it's dear Angela 
Lansbury who steals the show. 
She is Christie's Miss Marple as 
she must have intended; down-to-
earth, bright-eyed, and always 
ready to solve a murder. 

No, I'm not going to tell you 
"who done it". But I will give you 
a clue: 
Singing in her song she died, 

The Lady of Shalott. 
—Alfred Lord Tennyson 

Provocative plays 
business. Sometimes I wish I 
could leave it, but you never 
really leave this business." 

Lou Petrovitch-of The Pumps 
says, "Music is total expression; 
it's worth the hassles." 

Don Jordon, alias Fabulous 
George of Fabulour George and 
the Zodiacs stated: "I love it and 
I will continue to do it as long as 
there is someone around to 
listen." 
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Spider, the bass player from 
Streetheart says: "I never 
wanted to be a star, I just had to 
de it. When I heard the bass line 
on the second Kiss album I really 
got off on it." ( hah hah) 

by Kathi Thorarinson 
Since working for "The 

Projector" it's been my dubious 
pleasure to interview many 
people involved with music. What 
has always amazed me is the 
numerous complaints I have 
received regarding every aspect 
of the business. Their complaints 
range everywhere from dealing 
with their agents, their expenses 
and with each other. 

So I say, "If you hate it so 
much, why do you do it?" These 
are some of the replies I have 
received: 

John Hannah of Streetheart 
says: "Because music is one of 
the greatest experiences I've 
ever had. I really enjoy the ac-
ceptance and enthusiasm of the 
crowds. In my case it has been 
more luck than anything else, but 
I know my band is really going to 
go places " 

Rick Neufeld, writer and 
feature artist of "Moody 
Manitoba Morning" had some 
interesting comments. "I write 
songs and perform because it is 
in relation to what I really am. I 
am an entertainer, not a 
musician or a song writer but I 
have things inside that I have to 
get across." 

Scott Jones, who has en-
tertained for us at Red River had 
a lot to say, "Basically I was born 
a musician. At age four I sat 
down at the piano. My whole 
family is musical. It is something 
that I have to do, there will 
always be another song to write 
and until it gets done I will 
continue to do it. Most people 
have to find something they want 
to do, I always knew. Music is my 
ball and chain, the music being 
the ball and chain being the 
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Gor-die Osland of Graham Shaw 
claims it has something to .do 
with drinking beer. 

Kenny Shields stated: "The 
reasons I could give you couldn't 
print, so just make it up your-; 
self." 

by Kathi Thorarinson 
University of Winnipeg Theatre 

presented its 2nd annual 
Playwright's Workshop last 
week. These two provocative new 
plays were written by Bruce 
McManus, a Winnipeg writer. 

The first, Fragile Possibilities 
was a commentary on the power 
structures of modern society, 
reflected in the violent in-
teractions of four men in a prison 
cell. The second, "We've Always 
Been Friends", playfully put 
three very modern women into an 
age-old comic situation and 
watched with sympathetic 
amusement as they struggled to 
extricate themselves without 
sexist cliche or the destruction of 
their friendship. 

Bruce McManus was a coun-
-sellor, - a- community- -organizer — 	. . 	

.• 
	„ . 

 
• 

and an administrator with 
Winnipeg social services. He 
studied journalism at Carleton 
University and has been writing 
seriously for the last three years. 

According to director, Doug 
Arrell, "Bruce's years as a 
counsellor have given him a vivid 
awareness of how people in 
various social sectors of modern 
Winnipeg talk. The language in 
both plays is tremendously fresh 
and alive." 

Says playwright, Bruce Mc-
Manus: "A play gives a writer a 
chance to create characters 
almost as alive and vital as 
people are in real life. That's 
what I try to do. I hope when 
people see the plays they will 
recognize their own con

-

temporary dilemmas:" - - - 
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Feb. 12 St. Vital at RRCC 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 19 TBA at RRCC 7:00 p.m. 
Feb. 26 TBA at RRCC 7:30 p.m. 

Men's Basketball 

Feb. 11 U of M Alumni at RRCC 7:00 
p.m. 
Feb. 13 Grand Forks Air Base at RRCC 
8:00 p.m. 
Feb. 14 GFAB at RRCC 2:00 p.m. 
Feb. 18 TBA at RRCC 7:00 p.m. 
Feb. 25 TBA at RRCC 7:00 p.m. 

by Jim Bender 
Newcomer Noel Brown sank a 

long, soaring jump shot with two 
seconds left in the game to give 
the Red River Rebels a 51-49 
victory over Birchwood in a 
Greater Winnipeg Men's 
Basketball League Division 2 
game Wednesday, January 28. 

The Rebels trailed throughout 
most of the hard-fought 
aggressive game, but never by 
more than six points. Only a 
handful of Rebel fans were 
treated to the tight game that saw 
a number of fouls, technicals and 
one ejection. 

Brown led all scorers with 18 
points while Ray Priam added 
another 11 for Red River. Terry 
Valden who contributed 6 points 
and John Moski led the team in 
offensive and defensive 
rebounds. 	Moski's 
aggressiveness along the 
backboards got him into foul 
trouble early in the second half. 

Joe Egan led Birchwood with 15 
points while Mike Mahon added 
10 and George Partyka, 8. Par-
tyka and Jeoff Chipman led 
Birchwood in rebounds. 

Brian Van Welleghen of Bir-
chwood was ejected with three 
minutes left in the first half after 
complaining to the referees about 
a foul called on him. The referee 
first called a technical for 
talking. Van Welleghen then 
chased the referee across the 
floor, verbally abusing him. The 
referee wasted no time in tossing 
him out. 

Brown actually hurt his team in 
the first half as he made only two 
field goals when he continually 
missed long shots, instead of 
attempting to move the ball in 
closer to the basket. Almost 
every time, Birchwood came up 
with the rebound and Red River 
gave up possession. 

In the last half Brown finally 
found the groove and arced 14 of 
his 18 points to lead the team to 
victory. Besides his scoring 
prowess, Brown often led the 
team down the floor, calling 
plays and dribbling past the 
opposition. Despite his heroics, it 
was a team victory as everyone 
contributed. 

"Those guys sure play 
aggressively," an unidentified 
Birchwood player said, "We 
knew we were in a tough game 
from the beginning." 

Rebel coach Bernard Jones 
wasn't impressed with his team's 
last-second dramatics. "We 
should've beaten those guys by 20 
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`Scoot' scores 

with students 

by Jim Bender 

"Scoot! Scoot! Scoot!" echoed 
throughout the North Gym two 
weeks ago as 12 people rolled 
around the floor on dollies or 
scooters, swiping at a plastic 
orange puck with sawed-off 
hockey sticks in June Graham's 
newest intramural sport, Scooter 
Hockey 

Scooter Hockey is played with 
hockey rules, but foot-propelled 
scooters replace skate blades. It 
is a mixed intra-mural with the 
girls playing just as well as the 
boys, sometimes better. 

In this game, the Team 
Psychotic Pineapples scored two 
powerplay goals, then hung on for 
a 3-2 victory over the B-Ballet-s. 

"This is the most ludicrous 
method of playing hockey I've 
ever seen," laughed Cindy Hart 
of the Pineapples. "This game is 
so stupid, it's fun. Nobody carbget 
too serious over such a fun game. 
I really like it." 

SUNRISE 
BREAKFAST 

SPECIAL 
FROM 7 TO 11 A.M. 

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
Choice of juice, Two 

Eggs any style, Bacon or 
Sausages, Hash Browns, Toast and Beverage. 

TUESDAY 
LUNCH 

SPECIAL 
Hot buffet with 

all Trimmings 
FROM NOON TO 1 P.M. 

"WHERE GOOD FOOD IS TRADITIONAL" 

THE 
BROOKLANDS 
INN 

GORDON 
HOTELS 

8 Keewatin at Notre Dame 

Howza 'bouta Sauza? 
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ISA-0101 
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Numero uno 
in Mexico and 
in Canada. 
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HECHO EN MEXICO AUTENTICAS 

THE BOTTLED ROMANCE OF MEXICO 

by Jim Bender 
Team captain Pat Nieder-

muehlbichler typified the team 
play exhibited by the Red River 
Women's Volleyball as they 
defeated Raz Taz 3-1 on Monday, 
February 2. 

Niedermuehlbichler, who 
played with a dislocated finger, 
blocked shots, gave superb sets 
and threw in the odd kill to lead 
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by Jim Bender 
Did anybody notice that Manitoba Grand Aggregate champion Jeff 

Ryan learned how to throw rocks with Kerry Burtnyk the number one 
seed at Red River Community College where they won the 4-West 
Championship in '78-'79. They curled with RRCC's present skip G. 
Blanchard and M. Gardner. Ryan and Burtnyk could make a lot of 
noise in the Manitoba Labatts Tankard Bonspiel but they should keep 
an eye on Donnie "Digit" Duguid's son, Dale. Donnie won the Silver 
Broom Championship twice, so Dale has his work cut out for him if he 
wants to erase the memory of his "old man"...Donnie "Digit" and Don 
Chevrier give the best play-by-play of any sports commentators when 
they dramatically whisper strategies of curling matches on CBC 
TV...Roy Pollock is the new curling coach at Red River so the teams 
breathed a sigh of relief. Roy knows his stuff and RRCC curlers know 
they are in capable hands...Will the Toronto Maple Leafs hire a new 
coach now that the Winnipeg Jets have beaten them for a second time? 
Or will they finally get rid of general manager Punch Imlach and his 
old-fashioned ways? One wonders when the Leafs will get an NHL 
goaltender and will they admit they made a mistake when they waved 
goodbye to Mike Palmateer with closed-fisted hands? Palmateer has 
helped turn Washington into a solid franchise...Is Harold Ballard 
joking when he mentions bringing Los Angeles Ram quarterback 
Vince Ferragamo to Hamilton? If he does, it will probably ruin 
promising Ti-Cat quarterback Dave Marler's career. Ballard should 
work on improving the defence...In the meantime, the Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers are losing their shirts and the CFL—the only remaining 
uniting force in Canada—is in trouble...The much-maligned CFL All-
Star game should be played at the end of exhibition schedule to kick off 
the regular season. The game should be played at the home of the CFL 
champs, even if it's Regina...Noel Brown looks like a "find" for the 
Red River Rebels men's basketball team. It turns out that Rebel coach 
Bernard Jones did his own scouting as he talked Brown into coming to 
RR...The Rebel's hockey team is still trying to form a league with such 
colleges as Brandon's Assiniboine and the University of North 
Dakota...Edmonton Oilers 9 Montreal Canadiens 1. What?...The 
RRCC Women's Basketball team could easily be fighting for second 
place under coach Sandy McBride, but the St. Vital Grads appear to be 
the class of hte league...The big mouths of politicians may have 
painted themselves into a corner over the sports complex. The 
University of Winnipeg, eyeing the University of Manitoba's $6 million 
complex jealously, are accusing Education Minister Keith Cosens will 
either have to give them the complex to prove he wasn't, or he will 
refuse them the complex, giving credence to their claim and tainting 
his political career. Cosens should do the smart thing and build the $8 
million complex at Red River...Rebel Women's volleyball coach Barb 
Francis who admits to being a perfectionist seems to have her team on 
the right track as the season winds down...Before he hurt his hand 
newest Jet Rick Dudley proved that veterans can settle down young 
forwards just as Barry Long settled down the defence. If the Winnipeg 
Jets had kept more of last year's vets they wouldn't be in last place 
now...CKND TV should either give its hockey announcers pep pills or 
hand the mike over to somebody like, say, Terry Balkan. "Does 
Morris Lukowich score the best goals in town? Youuuuu betchya!" 

Brown's bombs beat Birchwood 

Support your Local 
Rebel 
Badminton 

Feb. 13-15 MCAA Provincial Playdowns 
Brandon, Man. 

Curling 

Feb. 13-15 MCAA Provincial Playdowns 
Brandon, Man. 

Men's Volleyball 

Feb. 16 TBA at Red River 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 23 TBA at Red River 7:30 p.m. 

Women's Volleyball 

Feb. 13-15 RRCC at Southern Alberta 
Feb. 16 TBA at RRCC 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 23 TBA at RRCC 7:30 p.m. 

Women's Basketball 

photo by Scott Wilson 

blazed in the last half. 
Brown joined the Rebels in 

December while Barry Hiebert 
was the latest addition a few 
weeks ago. They replaced Harry 
Walker, who finished his studies 
and has gone on to bigger and 
better things in the outside world, 
and John de Fehr who found he 
couldn't take time out from his 
studies to play basketball. 

points," he said. "We just don't 
seem to play well at home," he 
added. "We play all our best 
games on the road." 

Injuries have plagued the 
RRCC team. Coach Jones was 
concerned when Ray Priam, 
playing with a banged-up knee 
went down in a heap after driving 
for the Birchwood basket. 
However, he recovered after a 
short stint on the bench. Earlier 
in the season Priam had been out 
with appendicitis. Gord Muir still 
isn't one hundred per cent after 
being on crutches after Christ-
mas. Moski had been out with a 
bad foot for some time. 

Birchwood hurt their chances 
when they hit on only two of 16 
foul shots late in the last half. Red 
River came up with almost every 
one of those rebounds. 

Noel Brown taught a valuable 
lesson in the game. His shooting 
was cold in the first half but he 
kept on shooting to get himself 
out of the slump and his shooting 

• 

Robson explained some of the 
finer points of -Scooter Hockey. 
"Before you can play Scooter 
Hockey, you gotta learn to 
scoot." 

The 	low-level 	Scooter 

photo by Scott Wilson 

Hockey—everyone's brought 
down to size—is a clean game 
with the only ones taking their 
lumps being those who fell off 
their scooters onto the cold, hard 
gym floor. Talk about playing by 
the seat of your pants. 

Rebels raze Raz Daz 
Tymchuk's well-placed spikes, 
and coasted to a 15-5 victory. It 
was fitting that Nieder-
muehlbichler served the final 
four points in Red River's final 
15-11 win: Raz Taz played the 
game tighter as the score was 
constantly tied at 4-4, 8-8, 10-10, 
11-11, before Pat put the game 
away. 

Rebel coach Barb Francis 
wasn't happy with her team's 
victory as they appeared 
disorganized at times and 
"weren't thinking at the net." 
Francis blamed a long lay-off for 
her team's disorganization. "We 
haven't played in two weeks," 
she said. "You lose an edge when 
that happens. You're not sharp." 

"That team is near the bottom 
of the heap," Francis said. 
"We're getting into the meat of 
the schedule now." 

Francis also singled out 
Bidochka as her most consistent 
player. "She plays a good all-
round game." 
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the Rebels to victory. Tracy 
Zikman, whose powerful serves 
kept Raz Taz off-balance, and 
Chris Tymchuk led the team in 
kills. Deb Kein and Pat Bidochka 
also turned in fine performances 
for the Rebels. 

The scores were 15-13, 13-15, 15-
5 and 15-11 for Red River as the 
team played as a unit for the win. 

Everyone contributed to the 
win with diving saves, blocked 
shots and good sets. 

In the first game, Red River 
built a 13-5 lead on the strength of 
Zikman's serves and Kein's kills, 
then hung on for a 15-13 win. The 
Rebels looked disorganized in the 
second game and Raz Taz took 
advantage of an early lead, 
despite diving saves by 

•Niedermuehlbichler and Mitch 
Desjardins, and won by an 

identical 15:13 score. uapta 
Niedermuehlbichler then picked 
up the team with her chatter and 
fine play as RRCC built a 13-3 
lead, due to Zikman's and 

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE 

Send now for latest catalog. 
Thousands of termpapers on all 
subjects. Enclose S5.00.to cover 
return postage. 

ESSAY SERVICES 
67 Yong' St.. Suits 1504 
Toronto. Ontario. Canada 

M5E 1.18 
(416) 366-6549 
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